Effect of phenylephrine and ephedrine bolus treatment on cerebral oxygenation in anaesthetized patients
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**NEUROSCIENCES AND NEUROANALGESIA**

Editor’s key points
- Effects of different vasopressor agents on cerebral oxygenation have been unclear.
- Ephedrine and phenylephrine, used for intraoperative hypertension, were investigated in a cross-over design study.
- Phenylephrine, but not ephedrine, decreased cardiac output (CO) and brain oxygenation.
- This study highlights the importance of CO in preserving brain oxygenation during management of intraoperative hypotension.

Background. How phenylephrine and ephedrine treatments affect global and regional haemodynamics is of major clinical relevance. Cerebral tissue oxygen saturation ($S_{ctO_2}$)-guided management may improve postoperative outcome. The physiological variables responsible for $S_{ctO_2}$ changes induced by phenylephrine and ephedrine bolus treatment in anaesthetized patients need to be defined.

Methods. A randomized two-treatment cross-over trial was conducted: one bolus dose of phenylephrine (100–200 μg) and one bolus dose of ephedrine (5–20 mg) were given to 29 ASA I–III patients anaesthetized with propofol and remifentanil. $S_{ctO_2}$, mean arterial pressure (MAP), cardiac output (CO), and other physiological variables were recorded before and after treatments. The associations of changes were analysed using linear-mixed models.

Results. The CO decreased significantly after phenylephrine treatment [$△CO = -2.1$ (1.4) litre min$^{-1}$, $P<0.001$], but was preserved after ephedrine treatment [$△CO = 0.5$ (1.4) litre min$^{-1}$, $P>0.05$]. The $S_{ctO_2}$ was significantly decreased after phenylephrine treatment [$△S_{ctO_2} = -3.2$ (3.0)%, $P<0.01$] but preserved after ephedrine treatment [$△S_{ctO_2} = 0.04$ (1.9)%, $P>0.05$]. CO was identified to have the most significant association with $S_{ctO_2}$ ($P<0.001$). After taking CO into consideration, the other physiological variables, including MAP, were not significantly associated with $S_{ctO_2}$ ($P>0.05$).

Conclusions. Associated with changes in CO, $S_{ctO_2}$ decreased after phenylephrine treatment, but remained unchanged after ephedrine treatment. The significant correlation between CO and $S_{ctO_2}$ implies a cause–effect relationship between global and regional haemodynamics.
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Phenylephrine and ephedrine are routinely used in the perioperative setting to treat anaesthesia-related hypotension in order to maintain mean arterial pressure (MAP) and cerebral perfusion pressure. However, phenylephrine and ephedrine have very different pharmacological effects: phenylephrine is a pure $α_1$-agonist, whereas ephedrine is a mixed-acting agent with positive inotropic and chronotropic effects. Indeed, the distinctive effects of phenylephrine and ephedrine on global haemodynamics (such as cardiac output, CO) and regional haemodynamics (such as cerebral tissue oxygen saturation, $S_{ctO_2}$) have been demonstrated.

Recently published studies show that near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)-guided brain protection protocols in cardiac surgery might lead to reduced neurocognitive complications and improved postoperative outcomes. Because the end-point of haemodynamic optimization is to improve oxygen delivery, monitoring cerebral oxygenation may help to elucidate the effects of various clinical interventions on global and regional haemodynamics. Moreover, several studies have demonstrated that changes in $S_{ctO_2}$ correlate with changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) when cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) and arterial blood oxygen content are kept constant. Understanding how the administration of phenylephrine and ephedrine affects cerebral perfusion and oxygenation is of major clinical relevance because both agents are routinely used to treat anaesthesia-related hypotension in surgical patients.
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Consequently, the aims of our study were (i) to investigate the effect of phenylephrine and ephedrine bolus administration on cerebral oxygenation in anaesthetized patients and (ii) to identify the physiological variables [MAP, CO, heart rate (HR), stroke volume (SV), end-tidal CO$_2$ (eCO$_2$), oxygen saturation via pulse oximetry (SpO$_2$), and bispectral index (BIS)] which are responsible for the changes in ScO$_2$ induced by phenylephrine and ephedrine treatments.

Methods

Patients

After Institutional Research Board approval, a total of 33 patients undergoing elective surgery at University of California, Irvine Medical Center, were recruited for this study. Both verbal and written informed consents were obtained. Inclusion criteria were: age >18 yr, elective surgery, ASA physical status I–III, presenting with at least a 20% decrease in MAP or an MAP of <60 mm Hg after induction of general anaesthesia. Exclusion criteria were symptomatic cardiovascular disease, poorly controlled hypertension (systolic arterial pressure ≥160 mm Hg), cerebrovascular disease, and poorly controlled diabetes mellitus (blood glucose ≥200 mg dl$^{-1}$).

Study protocol

After the patient’s arrival in the operating theatre, a radial intra-arterial catheter, a BIS monitor, and two frequency-domain NIRS$^8$ probes (left and right forehead) were placed in addition to the other routine monitors. After anaesthesia induction with fentanyl (1.5–2 μg kg$^{-1}$) and propofol (2–3 mg kg$^{-1}$), all patients were intubated and maintained with total i.v. anaesthesia (TIVA) using propofol 100–150 μg kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$ and remifentanil 0.3–0.5 μg kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$. The infusion rates of TIVA were based on the patient’s age, ASA physical status, and BIS monitoring. The goal was to keep BIS between 25 and 35. An oesophageal Doppler probe was placed after tracheal intubation. Anaesthesia-related hypotension (at least a 20% decrease in MAP or MAP <60 mm Hg) was treated with either phenylephrine or ephedrine. This initial agent is referred to as the first treatment. The agent used for the first treatment was randomized based on a computer-generated randomization list (http://www.random.org). The first treatment was given at least 10 min after the start of TIVA in order to achieve relatively stable blood propofol and remifentanil concentrations. If hypotension persisted for more than 10 min after the first treatment, the alternative agent (the one not chosen for the first treatment) was then administered. This second agent is referred to as the second treatment. Each patient received one dose of phenylephrine and one dose of ephedrine as either the first or the second treatment. There were no additional doses given during the study period. Owing to interindividual differences in body weight, haemodynamic responses to pressor treatment, and severity of hypotension, varying doses of phenylephrine (100–200 μg) and ephedrine (5–20 mg) were used to increase MAP by at least 20% or above 60 mm Hg. The pressor treatments and physiological measurements were performed before the start of surgery in order to avoid the influence of surgical stimuli on systemic and cerebral haemodynamics.

Measurements

The cerebral oximeter used in this study was the Oxiplex TS (ISS, Inc., Champaign, IL, USA), a non-invasive, portable, and quantitative frequency-domain NIRS device.$^8$ It emits and detects near-infrared light at two different wavelengths (690 and 830 nm). The emitted light is amplitude-modulated (i.e. turned on and off) at 110 MHz. The spacing between the source and detector fibres on the optical probe (1.96, 2.46, 2.92, and 3.45 cm) is sufficient for light to access the surface of the brain.$^9$ The measured optical properties characterize cerebral tissues, primarily the haemoglobin in the capillary bed, and are not appreciably influenced by skin or surface contributions.$^{10,11}$ The measured absolute concentrations of cerebral tissue oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin are used to calculate ScO$_2$. The sampling frequency was set at 1.25 Hz. ScO$_2$ values from the right and left frontal lobes were averaged to represent regional cerebral oxygenation.

CO was monitored using an oesophageal Doppler (CardioQ, Deltex Medical, UK). The oesophageal Doppler measures blood flow velocity in the descending aorta and estimates SV via multiplying the cross-sectional area of the aorta by the blood flow distance (velocity multiplied by flow time). The aortic diameter is obtained from a built-in nomogram. The SV and CO values used for analysis were based on every 10 successive measurements by oesophageal Doppler. MAP was monitored at the external ear canal level via an intra-arterial catheter system (Vigileo-FloTrac, Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA). eCO$_2$ was determined by the gas analyzer built in the anaesthesia machine (Aisys, GE Healthcare, Madison, WI, USA). SpO$_2$ was determined by pulse oximeter (LNOP Adt, Masimo Corp., Irvine, CA, USA). The depth of anaesthesia was monitored via the BIS monitor (Aspect Medical System, Norwood, MA, USA).

All measurements were recorded before each treatment and repeated once MAP increased to the maximum level after each treatment. Owing to the fact that the maximal change in ScO$_2$ lagged the maximal change in MAP (an observation in both this study and a previous study),$^{11}$ ScO$_2$ measurements were recorded when corresponding changes reached the maximum level. The mean value of three successive recordings for each parameter was used for analysis. All measurements were performed before surgical incision. All patients were kept supine and still. The infusion rates of TIVA were kept constant. Volume-controlled ventilation was used with a tidal volume of 8–10 ml kg$^{-1}$ and a ventilatory frequency of 8–12 bpm with a target eCO$_2$ between 4.7 and 5.3 kPa.

Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean (sd). According to a previously published study, we calculated that 24 patients were
required to detect a 10% decrease in SctO2 induced by phenylephrine administration with a two-tailed α risk of 5% and a β risk of 20%. Because this two-treatment cross-over study involved repeated measurements, we investigated the effect of drug treatment and physiological covariates (MAP, CO, HR, SV, \(e'_{cO2}\), \(SpO2\), and BIS) on SctO2 using linear-mixed models. When testing the effect of drug treatment, we adjusted the potential effects of carry-over (the influence of the first treatment on the second treatment) by adjusting carry-over into our linear-mixed model. For a similar reason, when examining the effect of each physiological covariate, the effects of treatment and carry-over were also adjusted in our linear-mixed model. The differences in physiological values (SctO2, MAP, CO, HR, SV, \(e'_{cO2}\), \(SpO2\), and BIS) between pre- and post-treatments were analysed using paired Student’s t-test. The differences in selected physiological values (SctO2, MAP, and CO) between the first and the second treatments were analysed using unpaired Student’s t-test. Relationships between variables were tested using Pearson’s correlation.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics**

Of the 33 patients recruited, we were able to administer both phenylephrine and ephedrine and finish all measurements before surgical incision in 29 patients [20 males, 9 females, age 59 (13) yr, height 173 (9) cm, weight 77 (13) kg]. Among the 29 patients, 10 were ASA I, 12 ASA II, and 7 ASA III. Detailed patients characteristics and planned surgeries are described in Supplementary Table S1. In 13 patients, phenylephrine was given as the first treatment and ephedrine as the second treatment. In 16 patients, ephedrine was given as the first treatment and phenylephrine as the second treatment. The interval between the first and the second treatments was 20 (14) min. In two patients, we did not administer phenylephrine or ephedrine because changes in MAP after anaesthesia induction did not meet the predefined criteria. In another two patients, SctO2 data were not analysable because of strong signal interference.

**Responses to phenylephrine bolus treatment**

An example of changes in MAP, CO, and SctO2 after a typical first phenylephrine treatment is illustrated in Figure 1A–C, respectively. MAP increased from the pretreatment level of \(\approx 70\) mm Hg to the highest level of \(\approx 110\) mm Hg within 1 min after phenylephrine administration. At the same time, CO decreased from the pretreatment level of \(\approx 8\) litre min\(^{-1}\) to the lowest level of \(\approx 2\) litre min\(^{-1}\), and SctO2 decreased from the pretreatment level of \(\approx 65\)% to the lowest level of \(\approx 58\)%.

The measurements of MAP, CO, and SctO2 before and after phenylephrine treatment for every patient are presented in Figure 2A–C. MAP was consistently increased after the first (\(\Delta MAP=29.5\) (9.3) mm Hg, \(P<0.001\)) and the second (\(\Delta MAP=42.6\) (15.7) mm Hg, \(P<0.001\)) phenylephrine treatments. CO was significantly decreased after the first (\(\Delta CO=-1.7\) (1.0) litre min\(^{-1}\), \(P<0.001\)) and the second (\(\Delta CO=-2.3\) (1.7) litre min\(^{-1}\), \(P<0.001\)) phenylephrine treatments. SctO2 was also significantly decreased after the first (\(\Delta SctO2=-4.9\) (2.8) %, \(P<0.001\)) and the second (\(\Delta SctO2=-1.8\) (2.4) %, \(P<0.01\)) phenylephrine treatments. However, the difference in SctO2 decreases between the first and the second phenylephrine treatments was significant (\(P<0.01\); Fig. 3).

Changes in SctO2 correlated well with changes in CO after the first (\(r=0.74, P=0.004\)) and the second (\(r=0.67, P=0.005\)) phenylephrine treatments (Fig. 4B), but only weakly correlated with changes in MAP after the first (\(r=0.40, P=0.17\)) and the second (\(r=0.48, P=0.06\)) phenylephrine treatments (Fig. 4A).

**Responses to ephedrine bolus treatment**

An example of changes in MAP, CO, and SctO2 after one of the first ephedrine treatments is illustrated in Figure 1D–F, respectively. MAP increased from the pretreatment level of \(\approx 70\) mm Hg to the highest level of \(\approx 80\) mm Hg within 2 min after ephedrine administration. However, CO remained unchanged at \(\approx 5\) litre min\(^{-1}\) and SctO2 remained unchanged at \(\approx 62\)%. The measurements of MAP, CO, and SctO2 before and after ephedrine treatment for every patient are presented in Figure 2D–F, respectively.

Grouped responses after the first and second ephedrine treatments are summarized in Table 1. MAP was consistently increased after the first (\(\Delta MAP=24.1\) (13.5) mm Hg, \(P<0.001\)) and the second (\(\Delta MAP=28.3\) (13.3) mm Hg, \(P<0.001\)) ephedrine treatments. CO was slightly, but insignificantly, increased after the first (\(\Delta CO=0.5\) (1.7) litre min\(^{-1}\), \(P=0.15\)) and the second (\(\Delta CO=0.9\) (0.9) litre min\(^{-1}\), \(P=0.28\)) ephedrine treatments. The changes in SctO2 were also insignificant after the first (\(\Delta SctO2=-0.4\) (2.3)% , \(P=0.11\)) and the second (\(\Delta SctO2=-0.5\) (1.9)% , \(P=0.54\)) ephedrine treatments. The difference in SctO2 changes between the first and the second ephedrine treatments was not significant (\(P=0.19\); Fig. 3).

Changes in SctO2 correlated with changes in CO after the first (\(r=0.84, P<0.001\)) and the second (\(r=0.68, P=0.01\)) ephedrine treatments (Fig. 4D), but very weakly correlated with changes in MAP after the first (\(r=0.40, P=0.17\)) and the second (\(r=0.48, P=0.06\)) ephedrine treatments (Fig. 4A).

**Associations between SctO2 and physiological covariates (pooled data)**

We first fitted a linear-mixed model to examine the effects of treatment and carryover on SctO2. Our results showed that the treatment effect on SctO2 was significant (\(P<0.001\)) and that the carry-over effect on SctO2 was not significant (\(P=0.11\)). After adjusting the effects of treatment and carry-over on SctO2, linear-mixed models showed that there were significant associations (in the order of significance from...
high to low, data available upon request) between SctO₂ and CO ($P < 0.001$), between SctO₂ and Sv ($P < 0.001$), between SctO₂ and HR ($P < 0.001$), and between SctO₂ and $\varepsilon_{\text{CO}_2}$ ($P < 0.01$); however, there were no significant associations between SctO₂ and SpO₂ ($P = 0.60$) and between SctO₂ and BIS ($P = 1.0$). After taking CO into consideration, Sv ($P = 0.85$), HR ($P = 0.95$), MAP ($P = 0.48$), and $\varepsilon_{\text{CO}_2}$ ($P = 0.64$) were no longer significantly associated with SctO₂. Further analysis showed that the associations between CO and Sv ($P < 0.001$), between CO and HR ($P < 0.001$), between CO and MAP ($P < 0.001$), and between CO and $\varepsilon_{\text{CO}_2}$ ($P < 0.001$) were all significant.

**Discussion**

This study demonstrates that concordant with changes in CO, cerebral oxygenation (SctO₂) significantly decreased after phenylephrine bolus treatment and remained unchanged after ephedrine bolus treatment, even though MAP was significantly increased by both agents. Among all physiological variables being considered (MAP, CO, HR, SV, $\varepsilon_{\text{CO}_2}$, SpO₂, and BIS), CO was identified as the variable associated most significantly with SctO₂. The other variables (MAP, HR, SV, and $\varepsilon_{\text{CO}_2}$) which associated significantly with SctO₂ became insignificant after taking CO into consideration.

Cerebral oxygenation is determined by oxygen delivery to the brain and oxygen consumption by the brain (CMRO₂). Oxygen delivery to the brain depends on cerebral perfusion (CBF) and arterial blood oxygen content. Studies have shown that changes in SctO₂ correlate with changes in CBF if CMRO₂ and arterial blood oxygen content are kept constant. In the present study, we considered CMRO₂ to be constant because our patients were under general anesthesia and the infusion rates of propofol and remifentanil were kept constant. Moreover, in order to achieve stable blood propofol and remifentanil concentrations, we waited for at least 10 min between starting TIVA and giving the first pressor treatment. We also considered arterial blood oxygen content to be constant because there was no surgical hemorrhage and no sign of desaturation. Therefore, we submit that the observed changes of SctO₂ in this study were mainly caused by changes in CBF.
The importance of arterial pressure management in patients undergoing anaesthesia has been substantiated by the significant relationship between intraoperative hypotension and postoperative neurocognitive impairment. Despite the fact that arterial pressure monitoring is a standard practice, consensus in terms of when and how to treat intraoperative hypotension is still lacking. Among all options, phenylephrine and ephedrine belong to the set of typical sympathomimetic agents routinely chosen to increase arterial pressure. However, little is known about the impacts of these agents on cerebral oxygenation and the relationship between global and regional haemodynamics. If treating hypotension is an attempt to avoid organ ischaemia and hypoxia, we are actually achieving the opposite result (decreased cerebral oxygenation) by administering phenylephrine, as demonstrated in this study using a quantitative NIRS device and in previous studies using a trend NIRS device. Another study also demonstrated the negative impact of norepinephrine infusion on cerebral oxygenation. Thus, the routine and indiscriminate use of vasopressors might be less beneficial than previously thought. Nonetheless, prospective and randomized studies are needed to address whether the negative impact of vasopressor treatment on $\text{SctO}_2$ relates to adverse patient outcomes.

![Fig 2 Measurements of MAP, CO, and $\text{SctO}_2$ for every patient. (A–C) Measurements before (pre) and after (post) phenylephrine treatments. (D–F) Measurements before (pre) and after (post) ephedrine treatments.](https://academic.oup.com/bja/article-abstract/107/2/209/298782)
This assertion is supported by the findings that cerebral oxygen saturation (SctO2) was lower after the first treatment compared to the second treatment. However, the administration of ephedrine rather than phenylephrine relates to a better outcome.

The mechanism of how phenylephrine administration leads to a decreased cerebral oxygenation is intriguing. It has been found that sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) originating from the superior cervical ganglion increases promptly after pharmacologically (including phenylephrine) induced rapid increase in arterial pressure. Considering that the cerebral vasculature is largely innervated by the superior cervical ganglion, we speculate that phenylephrine bolus treatment may constrict cerebral resistance vessels, leading to a decreased cerebral oxygenation. However, studies are needed to demonstrate whether or not the administration of ephedrine rather than phenylephrine relates to a better outcome.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAP (mm Hg)</td>
<td>60(12)</td>
<td>90(3)</td>
<td>-30(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO (litre min⁻¹)</td>
<td>6.8(1.7)</td>
<td>4.5(2.2)</td>
<td>-2.3(1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (beats min⁻¹)</td>
<td>71(21)</td>
<td>48(6)</td>
<td>-23(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV (ml)</td>
<td>77(17)</td>
<td>65(8)</td>
<td>-12(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E′ CO₂ (kPa)</td>
<td>5.1(0.7)</td>
<td>4.6(0.5)</td>
<td>-0.5(0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO₂ (%)</td>
<td>99.5(0.7)</td>
<td>99.1(1.4)</td>
<td>-0.4(0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS (0)</td>
<td>25.5(12)</td>
<td>29.0(11)</td>
<td>3.5(6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 3

**A** Mean arterial pressure
**B** Cardiac output
**C** Cerebral tissue oxygen saturation

Data are presented as means (so, △ = post-pre). SctO₂, cerebral tissue oxygen saturation; MAP, mean arterial pressure; CO, cardiac output; HR, heart rate (beats min⁻¹); SV, stroke volume; E′ CO₂, end-tidal CO₂; SpO₂, oxygen saturation per pulse oximetry; BIS, bispectral index. *P < 0.05, † P < 0.01, ‡ P < 0.001.
arteries are abundantly innervated by sympathetic nerve fibres and that both \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-adrenoceptors are demonstrated in the vascular walls in the brain. It is also supported by the finding that stellate ganglion block leads to a decreased cerebral vascular tone. Nonetheless, the discussion over whether or not SNA affects cerebral perfusion and oxygenation has lasted for more than 100 yr, witnessed by the recently well-organized point–counterpoint debate.

It should be noted that direct action of either phenylephrine or ephedrine on cerebral resistance vessels is practically nil since we know that vasoactive amines do not cross the blood–brain barrier.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first one to demonstrate a significant relationship between global haemodynamics (CO) and regional haemodynamics (SctO\(_2\)) in situations where CO changes are induced by sympathetic agents in anaesthetized patients. The distinctive effects of phenylephrine and ephedrine on SctO\(_2\) are thus explained by their distinctive impacts on CO. Our data concur with previous reports that a reduced CO correlates with decreased cerebral haemodynamics, despite maintained MAP in situations where CO changes are induced by preload swing in healthy non-anaesthetized volunteers.

The mechanism behind the modulation of cerebral haemodynamics by CO is believed to be sympathetically mediated vasoconstriction consequent to a reduced CO. This assertion is supported by the finding that dynamic inputs from CO and SV are important in the regulation of baroreflex control of muscle SNA in healthy, normotensive humans.

Alternatively, the influence of CO on cerebral haemodynamics may depend on circulating blood volume distribution rather than autonomic control. Consequently, our study emphasizes the relationship between global and regional haemodynamics and supports the importance of studies focusing on this relationship as well as studies evaluating the impact of regional haemodynamics on patients’ outcome. Our finding also supports the emerging practice of goal-directed haemodynamic optimization because optimized global haemodynamics is related to a minimized risk of regional ischaemia and hypoxia.

Interestingly, our data showed that the difference in SctO\(_2\) changes was significant between the first and second phenylephrine treatments \((P<0.01)\) and not significant between the first and second ephedrine treatments \((P=0.19)\) based on unpaired Student’s \(t\)-test. These results suggest that the effect of phenylephrine treatment on cerebral haemodynamics is negated by the previous ephedrine treatment. In contrast, the effect of ephedrine treatment is less affected by phenylephrine. This finding may be caused by the longer clinical half-life of ephedrine than phenylephrine (clinical observation). Our analysis of the carry-over effect based on linear-mixed models showed that this is not significant \((P=0.11)\) at the 0.05 level. This might be due to the fact that testing carry-over effects usually requires a larger sample size than that of our study.

The main methodological considerations are as follows. The method of phenylephrine and ephedrine administration in this study was bolus, not infusion. The effects of bolus

**Fig 4** Pearson’s correlations between SctO\(_2\) and global haemodynamics (MAP and CO) during the first and second phenylephrine (\(\Delta\) and \(\beta\)) and the first and second ephedrine treatments (\(\Delta\) and \(\alpha\)). \(\Delta=\text{post-pre.}\)
and infusion administrations on systemic and cerebral hemodynamics may be different. For example, the gradual increase in MAP caused by infusion might not be able to elicit the same increase in SNA in the superior cervical ganglion as that seen with bolus. A comparison study between bolus and infusion would be informative. Secondly, we used SctO₂ based on NIRS measurements to assess cerebral haemodynamics. Middle cerebral artery flow velocity (MCAV) was adopted, it was found that MCAV increased, whereas SctO₂ decreased after phenylephrine bolus and infusion administration in healthy non-anæsthetised volunteers. One of the possible explanations for this discrepancy lies in the fact that TCD measures flow velocity in large cerebral arteries, whereas NIRS measures oxygen saturation mainly at the capillary bed.

In summary, associated with the changes in CO, cerebral oxygenation decreases after phenylephrine but remains unchanged after ephedrine bolus treatment in anaesthetized patients, even though both agents consistently increase MAP. The significant correlation between CO and SctO₂ implies a cause–effect relationship between global haemodynamics (CO) and regional haemodynamics (SctO₂).
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Supplementary material is available at British Journal of Anaesthesia online.
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